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Abstract: Electroencephalography (EEG) has been widely utilized to measure the depth of 
anaesthesia (DOA) during operation. However, the EEG signals are usually contaminated by  
artifacts which have a consequence on the  measured  DOA accuracy. In this study, an effective and 
useful filtering algorithm based on multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD) and 
multiscale entropy (MSE) is proposed to measure DOA. Mean entropy  of MSE is used as an index 
to find artifacts-free intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). The effect of different levels of artifacts on 
the performances of the proposed filtering is analyzed using simulated data. Furthermore, 21 
patients’ EEG signals are collected and analyzed  using sample entropy to calculate the complexity 
for monitoring DOA. The correlation coefficients of entropy and bispectral index (BIS) results 
show  0.14 ± 0.30 and 0.63 ± 0.09 before and after filtering respectively. Artificial neural network 
(ANN)  model is used for range mapping in order to correlate the measurements with BIS. The 
ANN method results show strong correlation coefficient (0.75 ± 0.08). The results in this paper 
verify that entropy values and BIS have a strong correlation for  the purpose of  DOA monitoing 
and the proposed filtering method can effectively filter artifacts from EEG signals. The proposed 
method performs better than the commonly used wavelet denoising method. This study provides a 
fully adaptive and automated filter for EEG to measure DOA more accuracy and thus reduce risk 
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related to maintenance of anaesthetic agents. 
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General anaesthesia (GA) is usually administered to safely induce a reversible loss of consciousness 
allowing the performance of complex surgical and diagnostic procedures under optimal conditions [1]. 
It is an essential procedure for patients to avoid unbearable pain and unpleasant memories during 
surgical operations. However, how anaesthetic drugs are induced and maintain the behavioural states 
of general anaesthesia is an important question in medicine and neuroscience. Mashour [2] interpreted 
the anaesthesia by utilizing the concepts of cognitive binding and unbinding. The cognitive unbinding 
of gamma activity is a mechanism of anaesthetic activity. However, the proposed paradigm cannot 
accounts for immobility mediated in the spinal cord. Recent works explained the molecular and 
neuronal mechanisms for general anaesthetics [3, 4]. The anaesthetic targets, such as γ-aminobutyric 
acid type A (GABAA) receptors, N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptors and two-pore-domain K+ 
channels play a crucial role in anaesthetic-induced loss of consciousness. Nevertheless, how the 
relevant neuronal pathways are affected by general anaesthetics remains to be understood more clearly. 
Since general anaesthetics mechanism is not well understood, methodologies for assessment of depth 
of anaesthesia (DOA) are controversial. Kenwright et al. [5] developed a DOA monitor based on 
cardiovascular signals. However, because general anaesthesia involves loss of consciousness which is 
more related to brain activities, objective measures of depth of anaesthesia have been focused mostly 
on EEG and EEG-derived measurements. 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) has been widely used in clinical environment for the diagnosis of 
various diseases related to brain system [6-8]. Especially, researchers have introduced many kinds of 
monitors to quantify anaesthesia awareness level based on EEG analysis during surgery, such as the 
bispectral index (BIS) [9], EEG entropy monitoring developed by Datex-Ohmeda [10], and the 
Narcotrend monitor [11] during general anaesthesia. The electrical activity of the cerebral cortex 
conducts the EEG signal, so the features of EEG change with the patient’s brain states [12]. The brain 
is a complex dynamical systems existing functional connectivity with other physiological oscillations 
[13]. Tomislav Stankovski et al. [14] introduced a method to detect synchronization and determine the 
coupling functions in time-variable coupled dynamics. Furthermore,  a method detecting the effective 
phase connectivity based on dynamical Bayesian inference is also proposed to analyse multivariate 
networks of oscillators [15]. General anaesthesia thus can be assessed by cross-frequency couplings of 
combined dynamics between neuronal, cardiac and respiratory oscillations [13].  
However, the activities originating from other sources rather than the brain are also recorded by 
EEG. These recorded signals with non-cerebral origin are called artifacts. Unlike noise defined by 
unwanted interference arising from unknown origin [16], an artefact is an unwanted activity but from 
known deterministic origin. For example, the electrooculography (EOG) is generated by the movement 
of eyes during blinking and electromyography (EMG) is the muscle activation. Generally, the brain 
activities signal are very weak, and the EEG signals are prone to be corrupted by artifacts like EOG 
and EMG. The artifacts in EEG signal increase the difficulty of monitoring DOA in clinical surgeries. 
There is a need to remove the artifacts prior to analysis of the EEG and its use in DOA monitor. 
Various methods have been used to deal with EEG artifacts. Basically, linear methods based on Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) in frequency domain are widely used to remove unwanted signals [17]. 
Although it is easy to design and implement, the linear methods are suitable for linear and stationary 
signals. However, the EEG is non-stationary and non-linear. So these methods are not so effective for 
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EEG signals. To solve these problems, non-linear filtering methods based on wavelet transform (WT) 
have been proposed [18-20], which has been applied for the elimination of different types of artifacts 
[21] and for removal of some electrophysiological artifacts, such as ocular movement [22], and heart 
signal [23] from the EEG signals. However, wavelet approaches are limited to its basis functions 
which are fixed, and so lead to the fail to satisfy all real signals, especially non-stationary and non-
linear signals. Another approach to artifact detection involves the use of independent component 
analysis (ICA) [24]. It is a special case of blind source separation (BSS). ICA separates a multivariate 
signal into a set of statistically independent components (IC). The ICs related to artifacts can be 
removed. EOG artifact removal on the basis of isolation into independent components (ICs) using BSS 
has been demonstrated in [25]. However, this method cannot separate a single-channel signal. 
Currently, a nonlinear mode decomposition (NMD) algorithm based on the wavelet transform (WT) 
was introduced as a class of adaptive decomposition tool [26]. It separates a time series into several 
oscillations with physically meaning. Similarly, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) is developed as 
an important algorithm to analyze non-stationary and non-linear signals [27]. Rehman and Mandic [28] 
extended EMD to multichannel and introduced multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD). 
In contrast to the classical Fourier and Wavelet decomposition with fixed basis functions, the EMD 
and MEMD methods can separate signals into a set of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) adaptively and 
do not need predefined basis functions. EMD is wildly used to filter artifacts from physiological 
signals. An EMD-based filter was used to remove muscle artifact from EEG data in [29]. The EOG 
artefact was also removed from the EEG by EMD-based approach in [30]. 
Nevertheless, when the main pure signal is reconstructed from IMFs, the main problem is how to 
effectively determine IMFs related to the useful components. IMFs are selected all based on the 
empirically determined findings artificially in the convention method [31, 32]. However, if the 
recordings are very long, the process of manual artifact rejection implies a significant increase in the 
time needed to fully process a dataset. Additionally, it is impossible that selected IMFs meet various 
artifacts conditions for clinical applications. In this paper a new index that is mean entropy value of 
multiscale entropy (MSE) has been found in application of determining information artifacts-free IMFs 
adaptively. 
The MSE proposed by Costa et al. [33, 34] is an improved method from sample entropy [35] used 
to measure the complexity of signals over different time scales. The MSE method has been developed 
as measures of DOA for clinical application [36]. It is used to measure the mean entropy value of each 
extracted IMF and combination signal without using any reference. However, as with many other 
monitoring DOA methods, MSE is also exposed to artifacts in the EEG. In order to understand what 
the artifacts make effect on MSE of EEG, simulation signals consisting of real EEG and simulation 
artifacts have been used in this paper. Furthermore, in this paper, the MSE values are calculated from 
EEG to indicate the DOA of patients compared with a gold standard (e.g. BIS). For the sake of being 
consistent with BIS values, MSE values are mapped into BIS values range by regression model. In 
machine learning and related fields, artificial neural network (ANN) is a very popular machine 
learning model based on statistics. Therefore, ANN is utilized for building the regression model in this 
study. 
2. Methods 
2.1. The EEG Database Preparation 
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There are two parts of the EEG datasets. One is collected from ten subjects. EEG signals with 64 s 
data length are recorded when the subjects have consciousness and close eyes. The signals then pass 
through a band-pass filter at 0.5-60 Hz and a north filter at 60 Hz. This part is used as quasi-
uncorrupted EEG signals. Then the modelled artifacts are added into the uncorrupted EEG to obtain 
the synthetic data. Another dataset is collected from twenty one subjects under general anaesthesia 
during the whole surgery. This part is used as the real EEG to evaluate the proposed method in practice 
application. 
2.1.1. Simulated datasets 
The quasi-uncorrupted EEG signals are obtained via a forehead mounted sensor by MP60 system 
(Philip, IntelliVue MP60 BIS module). Ten healthy volunteers datasets were collected which 
compromise of 64 s EEG signals, the subjects were conscious but with their eyes closed.. The subjects 
were sitting in a comfortable armchair. A plot of the quasi-uncorrupted EEG signals is presented in 
Fig. 1. The EEG collected during awake state performs more non-stationary and contains more 
variability than that during the general anaesthesia state. During the resting-state in the absence of 
external stimulation, noise drives the dynamics of brain networks and increases its variability [37]. So 
the awake EEG signal has higher complexity, which can be used to indicate the depth of anaesthesia. 
This study investigates the effect of artifacts on the complexity of EEG signal. The EEG during whole 
stage of surgery containing the awake and anaesthesia state is tested, while the artifacts are mainly 
appeared in awake stage, so the EEG collected from this stage is used as the simulated signal by 
adding modelled artifacts. Furthermore, the common artifacts containing EMG, EMG and baseline 
drift are excluded from the collected EEG of resting-state, and the 60 Hz power-line interference is 
also filtered by a north filter. In this case, the EEG without these four artifacts can be considered as the 
relatively uncorrupted signal. 
In order to evaluate the artifacts reduction performance of the proposed filter algorithm in this 
study, four different representative artifacts are selected for simulation. The artifacts are EOG, EMG, 
60 Hz power-line interferences and baseline drift, respectively. These four different types of artifacts 
are added to the uncorrupted EEG signal artificially. All contaminated signals are also reduced to 
different artifacts levels, ranging from 10 dB to -20 dB with a step of -1 dB, related to the EEG level. 
The artifacts simulation algorithm refers to the works in [32, 38]: 
1) EOG interference because it is the most common artifact in EEG. the real EOG signals is added 
to  the EEG signal in order to simulate this type of artifact. The EOG used is Dataset 2a of BCI 
Competition IV [39]. This dataset consists of 3 EOG monopolar channels. Since the second EOG 
channel can properly represent the vertical EOG, specifically eye blinks that are to be removed from 
EEG, this channel is used for this work. Illustration of the EOG interference with three levels on an 
uncorrupted EEG is shown in Fig. 2 (a).  
2) EMG interference because of its random properties and high frequency content. Friesen,   et al. 
[38] have modelled EMG using zero-mean band-limited Gaussian noise with the frequency range from 
dc to 10 kHz. Furthermore, Chang [32] has modelled the EMG using a normal distributed random 
number implemented by ‘randn’ function in MATLAB. Therefore, the random noise modelled by a 
random number with normal distribution is added into the EEG to simulate the EMG artefact in this 
study. The random numbers are generated using the “randn” function in MATLAB. Illustration of the 
EMG interference with three levels on an uncorrupted EEG is shown in Fig. 2 (b). 
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3) Power-line interference because it is ubiquitous. It is modelled by 60 Hz sinusoidal function. 60 
Hz artifact is generated using the “sin” function in MATLAB. Illustration of the power-line 
interference with three levels on an uncorrupted EEG is shown in Fig. 2 (c). 
4) Baseline drift duo to movement because of its low frequency properties. A low frequency 
sinusoidal signal is added to the uncorrupted EEG to simulate this kind of artifact. It is modelled by a 
0.333 Hz sinusoidal function and generated using the “sin” function in MATLAB like power-line 
interference. Illustration of the baseline drift with three levels on an uncorrupted EEG is shown in Fig. 
2 (d). 
2.1.2. Real EEG dataset 
The real EEG signals are collected from twenty one patients with general anaesthesia whose ages 
range from 21 to 75. They have accepted ear, nose and throat (ENT) surgery at the National Taiwan 
University Hospital (NTUH) of Taiwan. The monitoring EEG device used in the operation room is the 
Philips IntelliVue MP60. Generally, a whole surgical procedures includes four stages: the pre-
operation, induction, maintenance and recovery [40]. Patients have complete consciousness during the 
pre-operation stage, and always blinked eyes, thus the measured EEG signals contained EOG and 
EMG artifacts as shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). During the induction stage and at the beginning of 
maintenance stage, patients needed to be moved by the doctors, especially their head, because of 
intubation and assisted respiration, so the EEG signals were badly corrupted with baseline drift plotted 
in Fig. 3 (c). During the final stage, the collected EEG signals contained little artifacts due to the close 
of the operation. In this study, propofol, sevoflurane and desflurane were used to induce and maintain 
anaesthesia. These are three commonly used anaesthetics based on the same mechanisms of action via 
γ-aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) receptor [41]. Previous studies have illustrated that propofol is 
not significantly different from sevoflurane or desflurane for general anaesthesia [42-44]. 
2.2. EMD/MEMD Based Filter 
According to EMD technique [27], the complex signal )(tX is first decomposed into a set of limited 
simple functions called intrinsic mode function (IMF) through the sifting process, with each one 
having a distinct time scale. The frequencies of IMFs range from high to low in each level. Each IMF 
obtained by EMD represents a band-limited part of original signal [45]. Different from most 
decomposition algorithms with a fixed base, this decomposition method adapt to the local 
characteristic of data and without priori. In order to reconstruct the original signal )(tX , all the IMFs 
decomposed by EMD are summed up and the final residue is expressed as follows: 
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= +∑                                                                   (1) 
where )(tX is the original data; n is the total number of IMFs; ci is the ith IMFs; and rn is the nth residue. 
The MEMD was proposed as an extended EMD method in order to make EMD suitable for 
processing of multichannel signals by Rehman and Mandic in 2010 [28]. MEMD decomposes an input 
multivariate signal 1 2( ) { ( ), ( ), , ( )}X nt x t x t x t=   into a multidimensional set of IMFs. To achieve that, input 
signal projections are taken directly along different directions in n-dimensional spaces to calculate the 
local mean. This step is necessary since calculation of the local mean, a crucial step in EMD algorithm, 
is difficult to perform due to the lack of formal definition of maxima and minima in higher 
dimensional domains. In order to obtain projections of the input signal in n-dimensional spaces, the 
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sampling scheme based on low discrepancy Hammersley sequence was used. Once the projections 
along different directions in multidimensional spaces are obtained, their extrema are interpolated via 
cubic spline interpolation to obtain multiple signal envelopes; these envelopes are then averaged to 
obtain the local mean of a multivariate signal. Then the multivariate IMFs are extracted from the input 
signal by the sifting process similar to EMD process. However, unlike EMD, MEMD better aligns the 
corresponding IMFs from different channels across the same frequency range. When adding extra 
channels containing white noise into the input signal, MEMD resolves the mode mixing problem in the 
existing EMD algorithm [46]. 
The IMFs decomposed by EMD/MEMD represent specific components with band-limited 
frequency of original signal, so the artifacts can be filtered from signals by summing partial IMFs 
according to the following equation: 
∑ )()( p
^ q
i tctX =                                                                         (2) 
where )(
^
tX is the filtered signal; ci is the ith IMFs decomposed by EMD/MEMD; assuming N is the 
total number of IMFs then p, q∈ [1,N]. When p=1, q=N, that becomes equivalent to the original 
signal )(tX . When 1<p<q=N that means a low pass filter; when 1=p<q<N that represents a high pass 
filter; when 1<p<q<N that indicates a band pass filter, and when 1<q<p<N, (2) can be expressed as in 
(3) which presents a band stop filter. 




i tctctX +=                                                                 (3) 
EMD/MEMD behaves as a filter bank without a predefined cut-off frequency [47] and can be seen as a
 set of adaptive filters [48, 49]. 
2.3. Sample Entropy and Multiscale Entropy 
Sample entropy (SampEn) developed by Richman and Moorman [35] is an algorithm to estimate 
the complexity of signal. It is widely applied to many fields to analyze the complexity of time series 
data, including physiological data such as EEG data and heart rate variability [50, 51]. Mathematically, 
for a given embedding dimension m, tolerance r and a time series {x(n)} = x(1), x(2), ..., x(N) with N 
data points, SampEn can be calculated as follows: 
1) Construct template vectors of length m, defined as 
},...,,,{)( 1-321 xxxxiX miiiim ++++= , 1-≤≤1 +mNi                                             (4) 
2) Define the distance function between vectors )(iX m and )( jX m to be the Chebyshev distance, denoted 
by )](),([ jXiXd mm , as 
)|)(-)(|max()](,)([ kjXkiXjXiXd mmmm ++= , 1-≤≤0 mk and ji ≠                            (5) 
3) Given a vector )(iX m , count the number of vector )( jX m subjecting to the criterion of 
similarity rjXiXd mm ≤)](),([ for m-Nj ≤≤1 to exclude self-matches denoted as Bi . )(rBmi  is defined as: 
BmN
rB imi 1--
1)( =                                                                  (6) 
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Generally, the value of m is set to be 2 and the value of r to be std×2.0 , where std stands for the 
standard deviation of the data. 
Multiscale entropy (MSE) technique is proposed as a method considering the multiple time scales 
in a data sequence [33, 34]. The MSE can be calculated as follows: 
1) Given a time series {x(n)} = x(1), x(2), ..., x(N) with N data points, multiple new time series can be 
obtained by averaging the data points located in a window with fixed length which slides with the step 
τ . The new time series are called coarse-grained time series defined as y j )(τ  and calculated according 
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where τ is the scale factor and τNj ≤≤1 . 
2) Calculate the complexity of each coarse-grained time series }y{ τ  using SampEn algorithm, then for 
each scale factor, there are a corresponding value. 
2.4. Definition of Mean Entropy Value 
The SampEn definition mentioned above is a special case of MSE scale with 1=τ , therefore entropy 
value containing SampEn and MSE can be universally defined as a function of τ . According to the 
previous studies [33, 34],the results confirm that 1/f noise is more complex compared with white noise. 
In fact, 1/f noise contains more information over times scales than white noise. Due to the conclusion 
drawn from above, the complexity of signal is not only decided by single scale. Therefore, a new index 
called mean entropy value (MEV) is defined in equation (11). The MEV is mean entropy value based 
on MSE with all scale factors to represent overall complexity of signal. 
1
1 M MSMEV E
M ττ =
= ∑                                                                  (11) 
where M is the total scale number and MSEτ is the MSE value at scale factor τ . 
It is true fact that different types of artifacts have different effect on the complexity of EEG. In 
addition, it is not clear how  the artifacts  affect the complexity of EEG signal, i.g. do  artifacts 
decreases or increases the complexity and  which scale entropy value of MSE is effected. Aim to 
investigate the relation mentioned above, 10 cases’ EEG signals are used, and then four types of 
artifacts are separately added into the original EEG as the simulation signal. The EEG signals and 
simulated artifacts have been explained above. The results of different amounts of artifact on one 
case’s MSE curves are shown in Fig. 4 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Fig. 4 (a) and (d) show three 
different types of behaviours: (1) For a special artifact level, the entropy measure for both uncorrupted 
and corrupted EEG increases on small time scales and then stabilizes to a constant value. (2) For a 
special scale, entropy value decreases on all time scales as the artifact level increasing. (3) For all 
scales, the complexity of uncorrupted EEG is higher than corrupted EEG based on entropy value. Fig. 
4 (b) shows the results of the MSE analysis of EEG corrupted with EMG artifact. For some artifact 
level such as more than 9 dB containing the original EEG, the entropy measured from the EEG 
increases on small time scales and then stabilizes to a constant value, when the artifact level is from 3 
to 8 dB, the entropy value apparently decreases on small time scales and then gradually increases, and 
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maintains a constant value in the final. When the artifact level increases, the entropy decreases 
monotonically, similar to white noise. On large time scales, the entropy decreases monotonically. It 
indicates that the coarse-grained time series become generally more regular with the increasing of 
scale factor. For a special scale, when signal to noise ratio is more than 3dB, the entropy value 
increases on time scale 1 and 2 as the artifact level increasing. When signal to noise ratio is 3 dB, the 
entropy value were basically identical on all artifact levels. When signal to noise ratio is less 3 dB, the 
entropy value decreases. Therefore, the complexity of EEG signal corrupted with EMG artifact cannot 
be determined by some specific time scales. In Fig. 4 (c), the results of the MSE analysis of EEG 
which is corrupted with power-line artifact are presented. The entropy value markedly increases on 
small artifact level and then gradually increases on scale 1 and 2. When scale is more than 3, the 
entropy value decreases like the other three situations. The complexity of EEG signal corrupted with 
power-line artifact also cannot be confirmed by some specific time scales. 
Based on the above analysis, the entropy value of EEG corrupted with low frequency artifact such 
as baseline drift and EOG decreases with the artifact level increasing over all time scale. These 
artifacts can reduce the complexity of EEG signal. Nevertheless, broadband artifact (e.g. EMG) and 
high frequency artifact (e.g. power-line) increase the complexity on small time scales and decrease 
complexity on large time scales. Therefore, in order to better study the complexity of an EEG signal, 
not only the specific entropy is needed to be considered, but also the overall features across multiple 
scale factors. 
Next, to assess the effects of artifact level, the MEV of the EEG time series corrupted is compared 
with different amount of simulated artifact from 10 subjects. This way, the mean and standard 
deviation of MEV (error bars) related to the artifact level of the simulated series are shown in Fig. 5 
(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. It is fond that for all time scales, a highest value of MEV is assigned 
to original EEG without artifact, and the MEV monotonically decreases with artifact level increasing.  
2.5. Adaptive IMFs Selection 
The proposed algorithm relies on the basic fact that the uncorrupted EEG signals have maximum 
complexity based on the above conclusions. The artifact components decrease the MEV of EEG. 
Therefore, in the whole procedure, IMFs are selected adaptively to maximize the complexity of 
reconstructed signal. The IMF with maximal MEV is considered as a basic component decomposed 
from EEG. Then other IMFs are added to the basic component to estimate complexity trend of 
reconstructed signal. If the complexity increases, the corresponding IMFs are accepted as components 
to construct EEG signal and the IMFs are discarded as artifact the other way round. In this way, there 
is no need to traverse all the possible combinations of different IMFs to achieve the goals. Details of 
the proposed method are outlined as follows: 
1) Decompose the multivariate signal constituted by one channel original EEG and two extra channel 
white noise through MEMD. 
2) Reserve the IMFs related to EEG signal, the total number of IMFs is denoted by M. 
3) Calculate MEV for each reserved IMFs by applying MSE and find the maximal MEV denoted 
by MEV max , the corresponding IMF is IMFi  and IMF index is i. 
4) Reconstruct signal S by adding IMFi  and one of the remaining IMFs as },...,,,{ 1321 SSSS -M  according 
to equation (12) 
IMFIMFS ji += , for ijM ≠,≤j≤1                                               (12) 
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5) Calculate MEV for each of reconstructed signal },...,,,{ 1-321 SSSS M , as },...,,,{ 1-321 MEVMEVMEVMEV M . 
6) Compare each of },...,,,{ 1-321 MEVMEVMEVMEV M with MEV max , if MEVMEV k max>  for 1-≤≤1 Mk , mark 
the corresponding IMF of MEV k  which is considered as clean signal without artifact. 
7) Reconstruct the filtered EEG signal by summing all of the marked IMFs from step 6) and IMFi . 
3. Results 
3.1. Simulation Results 
In our simulation, the uncorrupted EEG signals illustrated in section 2.1.1 are employed for 
analyzing and de-noising signals. Then different level artifacts are added to the uncorrupted EEG 
signal to evaluate our proposed method in terms of signal to noise ratio (SNR). More specifically, the 
adopted performance measure is the difference between the SNR after and before de-noising. The 
detailed SNR performances are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The results of SNR improvements after 
filtering increase with input SNR level in common with EOG artifact. It means that the performance of 
proposed filter method is more effective in low SNR signals. The reason of this result is that MEMD 
cannot decompose the EEG signals with weak artifact into artifact-dominated IMFs and signal-
dominated IMFs completely, therefore it cannot separate the artifact and signal from the signals 
corrupted with artifacts, the removed IMFs are mixture of artifact and signal, so while the proposed 
method can reduce artifact, it may also remove the signal information. On the other hand, as the 
artifact level decreases (SNR increases), the complexity of EEG corrupted with artifacts is closer to 
uncorrupted signals. It is also difficult to decide which IMFs are signal dominated. As indicated in 
Table 1, the de-noising method doesn’t work when SNR before de-noising is more than 3dB for EOG 
artifact. The signals with other three types of artifacts are also experiencing a similar situation. 
Generally, one of the mainly characteristics of EEG is the signal is very weak. The amplitude is about 
from 10 µV to 100 µV for an adult [52]. However, the amplitude of artifacts can be quite large relative 
to the EEG signals of interest. So the SNR is very poor. The proposed method is highly suitable for use 
to remove artifact from EEG.  
Globally, when comparing the performance for EOG artifact, EMG artifact, power-line and baseline 
drift, as shown in the last line of Table 1, there is a significant difference and the method is far more 
effective in reducing artifact for power-line and baseline drift. Because power-line and baseline drift 
are modelled by sinusoidal function with a single frequency band. The corresponding artifact 
components are located within just one IMF. Sinusoidal functions are perfect regularity so the effect of 
power-line and baseline drift is more significant on EEG signal. The MEV index can more accurately 
discriminate between artifact-dominated and signal-dominated IMFs. 
3.2. Real EEG Signal Processing via Proposed Method 
When monitoring EEG signal from patients during surgery in operation rooms, artifacts is probably 
inevitable. Therefore, in order to measure DOA correctly, the artifacts must be removed as far as 
possible. In this study, the proposed method is used to filter the real EEG signal collected from patients 
at the National Taiwan University Hospital (NTUH) of Taiwan. Then the MSE algorithm is applied to 
monitor the DOA instead of BIS recorded in real time during the surgery through MP60 system. 
Because the essence of BIS is to take the EEG signal, analyze it, and process the result into a single 
number every five seconds, in order to consistent with BIS recordings, a sliding window using fixed-
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size of 5 seconds including 625 points is needed. The window moves once every five seconds for real 
time DOA monitoring. However, it is possible that the length of MSE results is not equal to BIS, 
spline interpolation is used to fill the gaps in the results. The previous study has certified that in the 
large scales with the coarse-graining procedure MSE only relates to the complexity of low frequency 
components of EEG. In practice, however, there can be an increase in high frequencies when people 
awake. It has no advantage monitor the DOA of patients undergoing operations at large scales. So the 
scale factor used in research is set to be 1 to monitor the DOA during the whole operation. 
Furthermore, in order to illustrate the performance of the proposed filter method, a comparison is made 
with the commonly used wavelet denoising method. The soft heuristic Stein's unbiased risk estimate 
(SURE) thresholding are applied to the detail coefficients from 1 to 6 and wavelet Daubechies 4 (db4) 
is selected as the basis function. 
One case EEG recording is given as an example to illustrate the relationship between MSE and BIS 
in monitoring DOA during the whole operation. The EEG data is collected from a female patient, aged 
35, during a laparoscopic (LSC) operation. The whole surgery time is divided into four stages: pre-
operation, induction, maintenance and recovery as shown in Fig. 7. It is revealed from Fig. 7(c) and (d) 
that the entropy values vary from high to low and back to high exactly similar to BIS values during the 
whole surgery. The detailed results listed in Table 2 provide statistics for the entropy measurement for 
each stage during the whole surgery. As discussed above, the mean values of entropy after filtering for 
each patient vary from high to low and back to high consistent with BIS. Especially, the mean value 
(1.65 ± 0.20) of stage1 after filtering is much higher than the value (0.85 ± 0.26) before filtering. The 
reason of this problem is that patients have consciousness and blink or move constantly during pre-
operation stage. Thus the recorded EEG signals are seriously disturbed by interferences which reduce 
the complexity of corresponding signals. Obviously, the correlation coefficients are higher after 
filtering compared with before during pre-operation, induction and recovery because of the artifacts 
removing. The patients have no consciousness during maintenance stage, original signals are relatively 
clean, and so there are no significant differences between original and reconstructed EEG. The 
relationship between the entropy and BIS is linear (p<0.01) for each stages after filtering. 
Moreover, to illustrate the corresponding performance for the proposed filtering approach, the 
correlation coefficients between MSE and BIS during the whole operation in twenty one surgeries are 
calculated. The results are shown in Table 3 as the measures of efficiency of artifact reduction and 
expressed as mean ± standard deviation. It is suggested that there is a very small increase from 
0.14 ± 0.30 to 0.15 ± 0.27 after using wavelet denoising method, while a strong linear relationship is 
present between entropy values after using proposed filter method and BIS values increasing from 
0.14 ± 0.30 to 0.63 ± 0.09. Thus the interferences or artifacts contained in EEG signals are filtered 
effectively by the proposed method and it performs better than wavelet method. Furthermore, the 
entropy and BIS values are regarded as dependent variables and independent variables to train the 
ANN model in application of regression. According to the results as shown in 5th and 6th columns in 
Table 3, there is a stronger linear relationship between the two variables than that without ANN, and it 
is evident that the degree of correlation are much stronger in comparison with the result after filtering 
in 3rd and 4th columns. Furthermore, the proposed method still performs better than the wavelet 
denoising algorithm, the mean and standard deviation of coefficients are 0.75 ± 0.08 and 0.35 ± 0.18 for 
our proposed method and wavelet method, respectively. 
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However, as indicated in Table 3, the strength of the correlations remains weak after filtering for 
some cases (e.g. case 18 and case 21). The reason is that BIS algorithm sets the values to be -1 when 
EEG signals are disturbed by interferences or artifacts seriously. At the same time, the proposed 
filtering method in this paper can remove the artifacts effectively so that entropy values remain the 
capability to monitor the DOA and patient’s states. So the combination of the filtering method and 
MSE method is superior to BIS module at least in this aspect when EEG signals are contaminated by 
interferences or artifacts seriously. Fig. 8 shows the EEG signal and corresponding states measured 
from case 21 during the whole surgery which gives a detailed account of the problem mentioned 
above. For the positions (2), (3) and (4), the BIS values are -1, but the entropy values are normal. As 
expected, the original EEG during (2) and (3) are mainly affected by EOG and the operation records of 
case 21 show that and high-frequency electric knife which can badly affect the EEG measurement is 
used by doctor during the interval (4). 
4. Discussion 
Artifact cancellation from EEG signals is a long-standing problem for accurate evaluation of DOA. 
The MEMD as an extended application of EMD performs very useful and powerful to analyze non-
linear and non-stationary signals. The MSE is proposed to evaluate the complexity of time series on 
multiple time scales. The EEG signals corrupted with artifacts are decomposed into several IMFs by 
MEMD, by this way the artifacts and EEG are distributed in different IMFs. However, IMFs selection 
to adaptively decide which IMFs are signal-dominated and which IMFs are artifact-dominated is the 
major problem. Conventionally, IMFs are decided by observing their spectrum artificially or compared 
with reference signals. Higher order statistics criteria [53] and thresholding approach [54] inspired 
from wavelet thresholding methods to evaluate the artifact level of each IMF only can be applied to 
detect the IMFs contaminated by white Gaussian noise. In practice, it is impossible that selected IMFs 
meet various artifacts conditions for clinical applications. To solve this problem, a new index named 
MEV based on MSE is found in application of determining noisy IMFs automatically and adaptively. 
In analysis of EEG signals through the MSE with the coarse-graining procedure, effects of different 
amounts of artifacts mentioned in this paper on MSE curves indicate that the complexity of normal 
EEG signal markedly decreases. If the IMFs contain artifact, the MEV must be lower. This result 
suggests that the monotonic decrease of MEV maybe related to the relatively low complexity of the 
artifact. Furthermore, this result further confirms the fact that the original clean EEG signals collected 
from young healthy subjects make a loss of complexity when corrupted with artifact. Based on this 
fact, the IMFs is reserved in order to  maximize the complexity of the reconstructed EEG signal. 
Therefore, the proposed method provides a solution to fully online and automated artifact cancellation 
for DOA monitoring based on EEG signal in operation room and ICU. 
The major principle in the whole filtering procedure is to maximize the complexity of reconstructed 
signal. The IMF with maximal MEV is considered as a reference signal to find other signal-dominated 
IMFs. In this procedure, it is possible to accept artifact-dominated IMFs or reject signal-dominated 
IMFs because the reference IMF does not equate to clean original EEG. Under these circumstances, 
comparing all the possible combinations of IMFs to find the optimal solution maximizing the 
complexity can be regarded a better method. This method will be tested and compared with the 
methods proposed in other papers. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed method will be used to 
characterize other data in the future work. 
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In the present work, only four types of artifacts or artifacts have been modelled and analyzed for 
simulation. In future work, this study will be extended to other artifact models. In addition, the results 
seen in Table 1 shows that the filtering exhibits poor performance under the circumstance of high 
SNR. One of the reasons is that MEMD cannot separate the artifact and EEG from the original signals 
into different IMFs completely, and this may be due to the interpolation algorithm used in the sifting 
process and thus our team would like to search for other interpolation algorithms other than cubic 
splines to solve this problem. Furthermore, to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed filtering 
method, a large more class of experiments under different experimental conditions such as sampling 
rates, scale number, and sample sizes are needed. In particular, the MSE method takes multiple scales 
into account for complexity calculation, and the MEV inextricably associates with total scale number. 
So, scale number plays an important role to calculate MEV, and the experiments with different scale 
number will be done in the future to verify the optimized parameters. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, an artifact reduction method is proposed based on MEMD and MSE. A new index 
named MEV is introduced based on MSE to decide the reserved IMFs. All the results mentioned above 
indicate that our method is effective for artifact reduction. Furthermore, the filtering procedure 
containing decomposition and reconstruction of signals are absolutely signal-dependent which does not 
require any user parameter setting, so this article method is fully adaptive and automated for very noisy 
signals and where artifact level estimation is not possible. The EEG signals can be used to monitor the 
DOA more correctly after artifact rejection using proposed method. Entropy values based on MSE 
algorithm have advantages compared to BIS module in the respect of artifacts rejection, and the 
proposed filtering method in this paper provides a solution to remove the artifacts from EEG signals 
for monitoring DOA accurately. After regression for range mapping, the results perform better. 
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Fig. 1 Quasi-uncorrupted EEG signal. 
 
Fig. 2 EEG corrupted with artifacts: (a) EOG; (b) EMG; (c) power-line; (d) baseline drift. 
 
Fig. 3 Noisy EEG signals collected during surgery: (a) EOG; (b) EMG; (c) baseline drift due to the movement of 
patient. 
 
Fig. 4 The distribution of MSE of one case’s EEG signal corrupted with different artifacts: (a) EOG; (b) EMG; (c) 
power-line; (d) baseline drift. The level of each artifact increases with signal to noise ratio from 10 dB to -20 dB with 
step -1 dB, and the total number of scale factor is 20. Moreover, the distribution of MSE of the original EEG signal is 
shown without artifact in the bottom of figures. 
 
Fig. 5 MEV analysis of EEG corrupted with different artifacts: (a) EOG; (b) EMG; (c) power-line; (d) baseline drift. 
The points on the left of dotted line represent MEV when there is no artifact in EEG signal. 
 
Fig. 6 SNR difference between after and before denoising with respect to the SNR before denoising in the cases of 
EEG corrupted with different artifacts: (a) EOG; (b) EMG; (c) power-line; (d) baseline drift.(a) shows the plots of the 
SNR difference between after and before de-noising versus the SNR level before de-noising for the EEG signals 
corrupted with EOG artifact. The improvements in the SNR increase progressively with input SNR level except 
individual points. It almost increases linearly with the increasing of input SNR. (b), (c) and (d) show the plots of 
results for EEG corrupted with EMG, power-line and baseline drift respectively. 
 
Fig. 7 Illustration of the relationship between entropy values and BIS in monitoring DOA during the whole operation. 
(a) the original EEG recordings; (b) the filtered EEG recordings; (c) the real time BIS collected by MP60 and entropy 
after regression during whole surgery; (d) the MSE results calculated from EEG recordings when scale is 1 before 
and after filtering through our proposed method. The entropy after filtering and regression is very close to BIS in (c). 
It is evident that the EEG signal is very noisy so that entropy values are inaccurate at pre-operation and recovery 
stages before filtering in (d), however, the corresponding values is more reasonable after filtering. 
 
Fig. 8 Entropy values and BIS in monitoring DOA in strong artifact background. (a) Original EEG signal; (b) The 
corresponding entropy and BIS. Both entropy and BIS are very low (BIS = -1) in position (1), because the poor 
contact causes EEG recording to fail occasionally. They both cannot monitor the DOA correctly under the 
circumstances. The signal is disturbed by artifact seriously in the positions marked with (2), (3) and (4), during the 
pre-operation and the initial stage of induction, patients have high levels of consciousness, and they blink frequently, 
so EEG is seriously contaminated by EOG artifacts, BIS = -1 but entropy values after filtering and regression are 
correct, such as (2) and (3), and in (4), duo to the using of electrical knife, the original signal is also disturbed 
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Table 1. Performance improvement of the proposed method corresponding to different artifact intensity. 
SNR 
before(dB) 
SNR improvement between after and before de-noising (dB) 
EOG EMG Power-line Baseline drift 
10 -4.54 ± 1.78 -6.21 ± 1.84 -6.37 ± 2.09 -5.53 ± 2.91 
9 -4.18 ± 2.23 -5.31 ± 1.92 -4.15 ± 4.05 -3.78 ± 3.90 
8 -3.37 ± 2.06 -3.50 ± 2.57 -4.14 ± 1.89 -2.42 ± 2.56 
7 -2.47 ± 1.83 -3.35 ± 2.15 -0.58 ± 5.37 -2.30 ± 2.45 
6 -1.50 ± 1.34 -2.14 ± 1.90 1.82 ± 6.15 0.21 ± 3.52 
5 -1.12 ± 1.54 -0.05 ± 2.42 2.41 ± 5.48 -0.40 ± 2.59 
4 -0.23 ± 1.53 -0.27 ± 2.17 3.06 ± 6.15 1.50 ± 3.49 
3 0.27 ± 1.63 0.26 ± 1.27 3.92 ± 6.11 1.88 ± 2.95 
2 0.36 ± 1.49 1.67 ± 1.64 4.74 ± 4.61 2.56 ± 2.91 
1 1.00 ± 1.32 1.92 ± 1.48 5.61 ± 5.14 2.80 ± 2.71 
0 0.80 ± 1.37 2.53 ± 0.96 6.08 ± 5.51 4.21 ± 3.35 
-1 1.06 ± 1.53 3.55±0.75 8.16 ± 4.97 5.49 ± 1.93 
-2 1.54 ± 1.35 4.00 ± 1.06 9.21 ± 4.60 6.55 ± 2.81 
-3 2.65 ± 1.98 4.60 ± 0.63 8.66 ± 3.51 7.80 ± 2.50 
-4 3.27 ± 1.97 5.65 ± 0.63 8.59 ± 1.84 8.50 ± 2.78 
-5 3.94 ± 1.62 5.92 ± 0.78 11.02 ± 3.58 9.74 ± 2.96 
-6 3.38 ± 2.01 6.78 ± 0.50 11.56 ± 2.54 10.42 ± 2.29 
-7 4.83 ± 2.10 7.45 ± 0.46 11.82 ± 1.97 10.59 ± 1.61 
-8 4.95 ± 1.73 7.49 ± 0.59 12.63 ± 3.94 12.02 ± 2.74 
-9 6.53 ± 2.11 7.80 ± 0.73 14.28 ± 2.98 13.01 ± 2.40 
-10 6.59 ± 2.17 8.27 ± 0.84 16.50 ± 4.30 14.05 ± 2.52 
-11 6.79 ± 1.14 8.78 ± 0.99 16.52 ± 2.49 14.60 ± 2.39 
-12 7.34 ± 2.27 8.76 ± 0.83 19.36 ± 5.14 16.23 ± 2.24 
-13 8.65 ± 1.85 8.70 ± 1.31 20.68 ± 4.74 17.72 ± 2.02 
-14 8.43 ± 1.66 9.54 ± 0.96 22.29 ± 4.12 18.98 ± 2.78 
-15 9.89 ± 0.86 9.07 ± 1.20 22.04 ± 3.71 19.47 ± 2.18 
-16 9.65 ± 1.98 9.67 ± 1.12 23.03 ± 3.56 20.40 ± 2.41 
-17 10.22 ± 1.94 9.56 ± 1.06 24.33 ± 3.61 21.54 ± 2.05 
-18 10.74 ± 1.92 10.00 ± 1.48 24.75 ± 3.91 22.23 ± 2.14 
-19 12.56 ± 2.62 9.59 ± 1.51 24.63 ± 3.34 23.04 ± 1.86 
-20 11.90 ± 1.97 9.38 ± 1.34 26.53 ± 3.89 24.08 ± 2.51 







Table 2. The statistical analysis results between entropy and BIS during each of the four stages. The results are 
expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The test of Pearson’s correlation is performed between entropy values measured 
from original and reconstructed EEG signals and BIS in the twenty one patients during each stage respectively. 
Stages 
before filtering after filtering BIS 
mean ± std 
correlation 
(Entropy vs. BIS)* 
mean ± std 
correlation 
(Entropy vs. BIS)* 
mean ± std 
Pre-operation 0.85 ± 0.26 0.18 (p=0.434) 1.65 ± 0.20 0.77 (p<0.001) 84.29 ± 14.49 
Induction 1.00 ± 0.14 0.43 (p=0.050) 1.33 ± 0.31 0.80 (p<0.001) 62.91 ± 11.68 
Maintenance 1.14 ± 0.13 0.74(p<0.001) 1.14 ± 0.13 0.73 (p<0.001) 41.18 ± 7.26 
Recovery 1.23 ± 0.30 0.45(p=0.041) 1.39 ± 0.25 0.77 (p<0.001) 62.66 ± 10.80 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). If the significance level p is less than 0.01 then the correlation 
is statistical significant and the two variables have a linear relationship. 
 
 
Table 3. The statistical analysis results between entropy and BIS during the whole operation in twenty one surgeries. The 
wavelet denoising method and our proposed method are used to filter the original signal, respectively. 
Case before filtering 
after filtering ANN 
Wavelet MEMD_MSE Wavelet MEMD_MSE 
1 0.57 0.66 0.84 0.78 0.91 
2 0.04 0.04 0.60 0.26 0.71 
3 -0.29 0.10 0.80 0.33 0.92 
4 -0.39 -0.07 0.67 0.48 0.86 
5 0.12 0.21 0.54 0.31 0.68 
6 0.39 0.34 0.65 0.42 0.79 
7 0.34 0.47 0.66 0.30 0.73 
8 0.44 -0.08 0.64 0.29 0.77 
9 -0.34 -0.36 0.58 -0.14 0.71 
10 0.41 0.50 0.67 0.58 0.84 
11 -0.03 0.18 0.61 0.49 0.75 
12 0.52 0.15 0.71 0.41 0.76 
13 0.27 0.20 0.59 0.30 0.78 
14 -0.11 0.33 0.56 0.32 0.69 
15 0.31 0.19 0.74 0.15 0.84 
16 0.05 0.12 0.57 0.50 0.74 
17 0.36 0.39 0.64 0.39 0.74 
18 -0.31 -0.31 0.51 0.25 0.67 
19 0.53 0.41 0.58 0.21 0.63 
20 0.18 -0.08 0.53 0.44 0.65 
21 -0.10 -0.20 0.47 0.37 0.65 
mean±std 0.14±0.30 0.15±0.27 0.63±0.09 0.35±0.18 0.75±0.08 
 
